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melody at every meal where the company consists of more
than six. For perfect hospitality seems to proceed upon the
somewhat unsound assumption that lecturers like making
speeches; and they will have made them with the coffee
at the end of every meal, with the solitary (and merciful)
exception of breakfast in bed. For a lecturer will learn to
dread the words " We have with us to-day,..." So he has
no excuse for not knowing how to speak, when a whole
continent unites to teach him.
But if he can keep his eyes as wide open as his mouth,
he may learn a far more valuable lesson. For as he views
the long procession of his hearers, all along the road from the
Great Lakes to San Francisco, he is in the way of learning
more than most travellers. The eager tourist in a new
country can always see with a minimum of effort what are
termed "the sights." Museums and picture-galleries fly
open at his approach ; ruins offer themselves conveniently
for his inspection; cities expose their public buildings;
and legislative assemblies tempt his hearing with the delicious
notes of their melodious proceedings. These lessons
mastered, the industrious visitor may have secured a sound
grasp of the externals of almost any nation. But the nation
itself remains a mystery. The shopping crowds, the other
people in the train, the worshippers in the cathedral are still
as dark to him as if he had remained at home and read
accounts of their mysterious and remote proceedings in the
newspapers of his native country. He sees, of course, the
hats they wear, the inexplicable clothes they buy; he tastes
the extraordinary food they eat. But their lives, their
interests, their minds remain impenetrably closed to him.
That is precisely where the lecturer gains his advantage.
For as he moves about, commanded by the inexorable
schedule of his engagements, he penetrates more deeply than
any tourist, sees more than connoisseurs in picture-galleries,
and secures a record unavailable to the most industrious
Kodak. He may shirk " the sights " ; bad fortune (or good
luck) may bring him to every museum ten minutes after

